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The object connects to voices, bodies and to other objects. 

begin with a set of objects, similar to those found in a painting or drawing 
studio and used for still-life drawing. avoid flat, 2-dimensional objects, 
photographs, work-on-paper, or letters. avoid electronics, phones, acces-
sories or devices. The objects should be general and familiar, common  
and everyday: a vase, a seashell, a basket, a hairbrush, a teapot or teacup,  
a salt shaker, leather gloves, a bell, a hammer or wrench, a beaded necklace 
or a brooch, keys, a toy car, a man’s shoe, etc. 

begin the exercise by handing each participant an object.
look at the object, hold it, feel its weight and texture and take note  
of its features: colour, shape, size, weight, texture. 
describe the object. How is it used? What is it for? Does it remind  
you of anyone, anything, or anytime? 
Pass the object to someone else, and receive a new object. hold it. repeat. 

choose a word for each object. it could be its name: keys, hairbrush, 
seashell. it could be an associated word: house, hair, beach. 
repeat the word out loud, over and over, moving from object to object:  
house-house-house; hair-hair-hair; beach-beach-beach. 
This is chanting. 
a chant is a group of words repeated in unison.
after a few rounds, gently stop. 

Think of a gesture for each object. Gestures are movements that convey 
meaning. Is it a pair of gloves? How about waving hands in the air? Is it  
a teapot? How about pouring tea? The gesture for hat might be to signal 
tipping the rim; for key it might be to turn the wrist a few times; for seashell  
it might be to mime holding a shell up to one’s ear. Gestures may repeat,  
for example, the gesture for brush might include three long strokes with  
the arm, as though brushing someone’s hair: brush! brush! brush! 

Gestures can include sounds. For example, the gesture phone might  
be to lift a hand to the ear and say ring ring! The gesture for candle might  
be to lean in and blow, swhoooo! 

create a flow, moving from one gesture to the next. repeat several times.
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  This project hinges around community  
and deals specifically with dementia, as a condition that is both intimate and 
shared. Through various forms, the project follows the protocols of dementia, 
without any prior medical knowledge. We did not learn about dementia’s symp-
toms first and then go looking for subjects. Rather, we arrived at our project 
clumsily, beginning with a meeting in 2015, at Creggan Day Centre in Derry, 
where we, as artist and curator, were introduced to a small group of people 
with dementia. The individuals were living at home cared for by a family 
member, and for the most part were experiencing dementia’s early to mid- 
onset rather than its later stages. Through the dynamic of an initial group 
conversation, we noticed the professional care-givers were uniquely adept at 
ameliorating awkward moments, creating a conversational pace in which any 
given topic was exhausted after one or two minutes. The exchange was routed, 
always, through the facilitator who was able to assemble a full conversation 
out of scraps, pointing people in the correct direction. The conversation was 
conditional; certain topics enabled. The group that day were regulars who 
came to the centre each week for a set period of time. In the middle of the 
session, a woman in her seventies arrived with her husband whom she was 
bringing for the first time, so on this day the group included a carer who was 
part of a couple with a person with dementia. The conversation shifted, not in  
a negative sense, but in a way that made us want to think more closely about  
a structural relationship in dementia, when the carer is not a professional but 
is a relative with knowledge of the subject’s history and personal narrative. 
How does this relationship become part of a condition? We left after about an 
hour with a promise to return another day, and as we drove through Derry, it 
seemed to us that, perhaps, dementia was less a topic and more a methodology 
that we could use to hold the project – that would potentially hold us in 
another way of working.

From this point, early on, we began to loosely inventory the unex-
pected and immediate effects of working in an area that carries with it many 
agendas, experts and professional tags. We began with an idea that dementia 
presents a number of identifiable tendencies, that we named ‘protocols’, in 
group situations, each of which exposes a radically forming self in-the-moment: 
repetition, insistence, withdrawal, and confabulation. Carers, when confronted 
with these protocols, exhibit corresponding ‘impulses’ that equally re-form in 
the moment: administrating, yielding, protecting, and correcting. This mirror-
ing or symmetry shifted the focus, or rather refracted it through a kind of 
double vision, where the scene of dementia was not fixed in a single human 
being with a diagnosis, but where the same interaction presented simultane-
ous, overlapping events, identities, and images.

We began awkwardly and intently with the premise that by  
considering dementia as something other than a diagnosis, we might discover  
a methodology that would test our perceptions of what dementia is and how it S a r a h  P i e r c e  &  S a r a  G r e av u
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works on all of us, not just the single subject. We sought a way to work that 
recognises dementia as something generative – and by this we mean as capable 
of leading to ideas, other ways of acting, and new identity formations; that, 
rather than being characterised through loss (loss of function, loss of a future, 
loss of normalcy) would allow instead for a radical re-examination of how we 
move through this world. Without glossing over the drastic and painful aspects 
of dementia, we simply did not adhere to a generally accepted notion that 
dementia resides in deficit. Instead, the dementia subject became our way  
to understand what is lost when we limit our understanding of a person to  
a bracketed, cohesive and coherent understanding of personal narrative.  
We called upon dementia as a way to hold or sustain a project and in doing  
so we sought to ask, ‘What is lost when we are identified by what is not  
recuperable, recoverable, or is deemed insufficient?’

Oliver Sacks, who has written about the many functions of the 
brain, proposes a concept of personhood where to be ourselves we must have 
ourselves; We must possess our life-stories, and this includes being able to 
recollect the “inner drama” in the narration of ourselves. Elsewhere in Sacks’ 
work, he questions these same ideas about personal narrative to characterise 
the realities that people with brain disfunction invent, from moment to 
moment, as incredibly constructive and brilliant ways of modeling what makes 
a person a person, so to speak. Perhaps beyond, or even behind, the ‘deficits’  
we identify as the disease, there resides a deficit outside the subject – a shortfall  
in our ability to incorporate the subject’s “inner drama” into a diagnosis.  
A disease structured through loss cancels out what is present, there, apparent 
and functioning, but differently. It would be trite to say that through loss 
something is gained. The dementia experience holds abundant daily difficul-
ties, often accompanied by grief. But, it is also true that difficulty brings us  
to a larger project shared by many who seek out new subjects in the world.  
Our concern in this project was never about tracking a condition, our protocols 
never appeared as indications of a diagnosis, a deficit, or disfunction. To the 
contrary, we came to rely on repetition, insistence, withdrawal, and confabula-
tion as codes of conduct, where a response to a given situation was bound to  
a position, a point-of-view, an ethics and a politics.

This problem of the subject is particular to diseases and diagnoses 
that have to do with a person’s mental faculties. With dementia, the persistent 
narratives around loss are sometimes expressed by the subject (and there are  
a number of self-advocacy groups who are vocal and articulate about the lived 
experience of dementia), but are more common to those who encounter the 
subject. People whose relationships with the dementia subject have changed 
often find it difficult to reconcile a coherent narrative between the person they 
once knew and this other person with altered memories and changed ways of 
speaking, acting and holding time. We, at times, felt unsure if we could talk 
about the elephant in the room. Ethically this presented a number of issues; 
and added a level of difficulty to the project. Our relationship with the subject 

was often administrated and managed by others who were with us and against 
us, at once inside and outside the project.

What is a challenge turned into a boon – unease and difficulty 
became a theme. The exercises that we developed for the groups, aimed at  
pairs and small groups of subjects and carers, are misleading if read simply  
as instructions to follow. What cannot be scripted is the high degree of  
improvisation and modification that takes place while each exercise is being 
facilitated. Because people with dementia are often asked to perform small 
tests when seen by doctors during regular visits, some exercises feel like tests, 
while others feel open and easy. The exercises have no outcome – other than to 
produce a moment of interaction between a carer and a person who has demen-
tia. This is crucial, because during these exchanges the person with dementia 
can lead and the carer can follow; carers can relinquish the impulse to adminis-
trate, correct and protect, for a moment. And otherwise, there is no reason to 
do the exercises. They may have collateral effects (and affect) such as bonding 
or relaxation. They are designed to hold or suspend an activity in the present, 
in the immediacy of doing. We used the term muscle memory to think about 
types of activities that the body does without thinking, that we are slow  
to forget: opening a letter, answering a telephone, blowing out candles on  
a birthday cake. Where memories disperse, we improvise. 

The project has been marked by difficulty. This is not proposed as a 
problematic or a complaint, exactly, but noted to explain that difficulty became 
almost a structuring principle for the work. At each phase of the project there 
were obstacles that made us stop, rethink, reroute, recalibrate, start over, try 
again. It could be said that this is the structure of any self-reflexive practice 
but there was a mounting sense over the course of the 18 months that this 
difficulty was somehow essential to the framework of the project in the same 
way that the protocols of dementia were essential to a methodological struc-
turing of the work. 

Even finding the vocabulary to talk about the project in a way that 
captured something of its structure and specificity – without foreclosing on 
other possible ways of describing it – was difficult. Throughout, we encountered 
shifting ground in our field of work: authority and territorialism, fears, sensi-
tivities, unstable ideas around identity, inconsistency – along with many 
technical glitches where temporary malfunctions or interruptions seemed  
to mirror the stop-start of our relationships within the project. Delays engen-
dered delays: groups’ schedules moved on; individuals we were working with 
moved into care facilities and new people joined; expectations of timescale 
were mismatched, mutable.

Our thinking was also shaped by the writing of Alison Kafer on  
‘crip time’, or temporalities of disability in her book Feminist, Queer, Crip 
(Indiana Press, 2013). Offering an expansive understanding of ‘crip time’, Kafer 
elaborates on how disability can be seen to have a multivalent effect on one’s 
orientation to time. ‘Crip time’ can be discerned in medical language around 
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disability that understands conditions through a ‘curative’ temporal lens:  
How long has the disability persisted? When, if ever, will it be cured?  The 
phrase is also widely understood among the disabled community as a wry way 
of acknowledging that extra time (as set against a presumed normative stand-
ard) is often needed for people with disabilities to prepare for and accomplish 
everyday tasks – leading to an unavoidable flexibility around timekeeping. 

But it is more than just a need for ‘additional’ time. Kafer argues 
that disability engenders a fundamental alteration in how bodies are under-
stood in relation to the regulations of time: to futurity, to the ‘stages’ of life, 
to ideas around longevity and abbreviation of life, to presumptions of ‘loss’  
and the before and after of disability. 

To be at ease is to be without discomfort – to be less serious or dire, 
more able and free from worry or awkwardness. To work easily then, is some-
what of an oxymoron, since work is activity that requires some level of mental 
or physical effort. Of course there exists an etymological comparison between  
a concept of un/ease and dis/ease – but for us the uneasy and the difficult were 
not obstacles to work through or get over. They were places to stick. To get 
stuck. Our attention was brought to the parameters and limits of the project; 
to the demographics of our ‘target’ group; to the institutional, intellectual, 
infrastructural specificities we were thinking about; and to the fact that the 
community we were interested in was a reluctant community, who, in some 
cases, were not aware of the ‘group’ to which they belonged. 

Community eludes the project. Our reasons for being in dementia 
were never therapeutic. We weren’t there to make anyone better; we weren’t 
there to make ourselves better. Community resonated through the project  
in the gaps, when we realised that, like any project, the work (social-work, 
art-work) is not the subject.


